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Recently developed methods for estimating directionality in the coupling between oscillators were
tested on experimental time series data from electroreceptors of paddlefish, because each electrore-
ceptor contains two distinct types of noisy oscillators. One type of oscillator is in the sensory
epithelia, and another type is in the terminals of afferent neurons. Based on morphological organi-
zation and our previous work, we expected unidirectional coupling, whereby epithelial oscillations
synaptically influence the spiking oscillators of afferent neurons. Using directionality analysis we
confirmed unidirectional coupling of oscillators embedded in electroreceptors. We studied the per-
formance of directionality algorithms for decreasing length of data. Also, we experimentally varied
the strength of oscillator coupling, to test the effect of coupling strength on directionality
algorithms. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2201466�
heoretical methods of nonlinear dynamics have been
idely applied in time series analyses of multivariate
ata from biological systems. In particular, modern syn-
hronization theory provides novel methods to identify
nd assess the degree of interactions of physiological sub-
ystems from multivariate time series. An interesting and
hallenging problem is to identify and quantify the direc-
ion of interactions. Recently, several numerical methods
ave been proposed to address this issue. However, bio-

ogical experiments often yield nonideal time series that
re short, noisy, and nonstationary. This poses the prob-
em of reliability of predictions made using directionality

ethods. Here, we used electroreceptors of paddlefish as
well-defined experimental model to test the perfor-
ance and robustness of directionality methods. Elec-

roreceptors possess two types of noisy oscillators,
oupled through excitatory chemical synapses. Direction-
lity of coupling can be predicted from the morphological
tructure and from previous experimental physiological
tudies. We studied the performance of directionality al-
orithms for the decreasing length of data; we showed
hat methods based on the reconstruction of the phase
ynamics are able to correctly identify directionality for
hort data segments of 1-2 s or about 30–60 oscillator
eriods. However, for shorter datasets, the results became
tatistically insignificant, as tested using a surrogate
nalysis. We also applied these algorithms to nonstation-
ry data, when the coupling strength between oscillators
hanged in time, and showed excellent performance of
irectionality analysis.
054-1500/2006/16�2�/026111/8/$23.00 16, 02611
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interacting �coupled� stochastic nonlinear oscillators are
ubiquitous in nature, and form a conceptual framework for
studying several dynamical properties in neural processing at
different levels of nervous systems. Such interactions result
in complex rhythms that may be related to either healthy or
pathological situations.1 How various rhythms interact and
influence each other is therefore one of the fundamental
questions of neurodynamics. From a data analysis point of
view, we often face the following problem: given a complex
dynamical system comprised of several subsystems, what
can we say about their interactions if all that we can extract
from the system are multivariate time series of some observ-
ables? Such multivariate data can result from multichannel
recording, e.g., with a microelectrode array, or multichannel
magnetoenecephalography �MEG� or electroencephalogra-
phy �EEG�.

Traditional cross-correlation techniques, such as the co-
herence function,2 mutual information3,4 and synchronization
indices5,6 provide symmetric estimates of the strength of in-
teraction. However, they lack important information about
causal relationships in interactions, that is, directionality and
asymmetry of coupling. Such information is crucial in unrav-
eling the structure of a system from observation of signals
from its several components. The introduction of a time lag
in these measures, e.g., simple linear cross-correlation, or
time-delayed mutual information, may lead to the wrong
conclusions, as these measures can be fooled by periodicities
in one of the signals, or by feedback loops in interacting

7,8
subsystems.

© 2006 American Institute of Physics1-1
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Several approaches were proposed recently to address
he issue of causality. Methods based on the concept of gen-
ralized chaos synchronization9 were developed in Refs.
0–12 and were applied to experimental neurophysiological
ata. These methods are based on mutual nonlinear predict-
bilities, or mutual nearest neighbors in the reconstructed
hase space of the system. These approaches are similar to
he concept of Granger causality,13,14 where statistical tests
re used to inquire whether the predictability of one time
eries can be improved by the knowledge of a second signal.

In many cases, particularly in neuroscience, interacting
hysiological subsystems can be represented by weakly
oupled nonlinear oscillators,15 so that information about the
nstantaneous phases of oscillators is sufficient to describe
heir dynamics. Under this assumption, Rosenblum and
ikovsky16 have proposed a method to assess directionality

n coupling based on a reconstruction of the phase dynamics
f interacting oscillators. These methods were applied to
tudy age-related changes in the directionality of cardiores-
iratory interactions in babies.17,18 The same approach was
sed in Ref. 19 to analyze magnetoencephalography �MEG�
nd electroencephalography �EEG� data in paced movements
n humans. In Ref. 21 directionality estimates were used to
nalyze two channel epileptic EEG. The methods based on
nformation theory, developed by Schreiber7 and Paluš,20 are
ree from the assumption of specific coupling schemes.

Real biological time series are noisy, nonstationary, and
ften short. This has prompted test studies on the perfor-
ance and reliability of directionality methods in numerical

imulations with simple models21,22 or with electronic
ircuits.23 However, directionality methods have not been
ested on a well-defined biological system, in which the in-
eracting physiological subsystems are well defined as dis-
inct oscillators, whose rhythmical activities are well ex-
ressed, and in which the directionality of interactions is
nderstood from previous morphological and physiological
tudies. In this paper, we use electroreceptors of paddlefish, a
ell-defined sensory system comprising two distinct and

ynaptically coupled oscillators as a test model to study the
erformance of several approaches for measuring the direc-
ionality of coupling. The structure of the paper is as follows:
addlefish electroreceptors are described in Sec. II. In Sec.
II, we discuss methods used to assess the directionality in
oupling. In Sec. IV we describe the results of applying a
irectionality analysis to the spontaneous and externally
timulated activity of electroreceptors.

I. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM: ELECTRORECEPTORS
F PADDLEFISH

The electrosensory system of paddlefish presents an ac-
essible and experimentally advantageous biological model
or studying nonlinear dynamical phenomena, such as sto-
hastic resonance,24 self-sustained oscillations,25–27

ynchronization,28 and noise-induced transitions.29,30 Elec-
rosensitive organs are mainly distributed on an elongated
ppendage, called the rostrum, located in front of the head,
ut also cover the gills. The rostrum acts as an antenna in
etecting weak electric fields emitted by zooplankton

24,31
rey. Thousands of electrosensors are grouped into clus-

nloaded 30 May 2007 to 134.124.123.228. Redistribution subject to AI
ters on the dorsal and ventral sides of the rostrum. A single
electroreceptor �ER� system is composed of a cluster of 3–35
skin pores, each leading into a short canal that terminates in
a sensory epithelium containing approximately 1000 sensory
hair cells.32 The hair cells of the cluster are coupled through
excitatory synapses to a few �2–5� “primary afferent” sen-
sory neurons whose axons project to the brain. A striking
property of ERs is their spontaneous background oscillatory
activity. A detailed study of the spontaneous activity of
paddlefish ERs has revealed two distinct types of oscillators
embedded into an ER system.26 The population of cells in
each sensory epithelium generates noisy oscillations at a fun-
damental frequency fe=26±1.6 Hz for different ERs in dif-
ferent fish at room temperature �22 °C�.26 These oscillations
are represented by continuous extracellular voltage signals,
e�t�, recorded from ER canals. Grouping together a given
ER’s 3-35 sensory epithelia, each with independent oscilla-
tors, we term this the “epithelial oscillator” �EO�.

According to our current understanding, the EO is uni-
directionally coupled to �i.e., synaptically excites� another
oscillator, residing in each afferent’s terminal, and driving
neuronal spikes. We term this the “afferent oscillator” �AO�.
Dynamical AO properties can be analyzed from a spike train
recorded extracellularly from an afferent axon. In contrast to
the EO, the fundamental frequency of the AO, fa, is distrib-
uted over a wide range of 30 to 70 Hz for different afferents
in different fish. The unidirectional coupling of the two types
of oscillators results in quasiperiodic spontaneous firing pat-
terns of afferent neurons. The structure of power spectra, and
of serial correlations of interspike intervals, are determined
by the ratio of fundamental frequencies of the EO and the
AO, w= fe / fa,27 which is 0.49±0.08, estimated from 67
afferents.26 Thus, the two types of oscillators embedded into
an ER system operate near the 1:2 mode locking regime.
However, they are not synchronized under normal condi-
tions.

Details of the experimental procedures can be found in
Ref. 26. Recordings of spontaneous activity were done in
vivo. Stable extracellular single unit recordings from the cell
bodies of afferents were obtained using a tungsten microelec-
trode advanced into the ganglion of an anterior lateral line
nerve. Recordings of epithelial oscillatory potentials were
made by advancing a glass pipette electrode into a canal
opening. Spikes and canal signals were digitized at 20 and
5 kHz, respectively, using an interface and Spike2 software
from Cambridge Electronic Devices. All data processing was
done offline. Spike times were identified using Spike2 soft-
ware. Canal signals were bandpass filtered �10 to 40 Hz� to
remove low-frequency trends and high-frequency noise.

A set of bivariate data recorded from an ER is repre-
sented by a time series having different structures: a time
series of canal oscillations is a continuous stochastic process,
e�t�, whereas an afferent spike train is represented by a sto-
chastic point process of spike times, ��k�, k=1, . . . ,M, where
M is the number of spikes in a recording. Linear analyses of
these time series include power spectra of the EO and the
AO, Gee�f�, Gaa�f�, along with the coherence function,
�2�f�= �Gae�f��2 / �Gaa�f�Gee�f��.2,33 An example of power

spectra of the EO and AO and the coherence function be-
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ween AO and EO are shown in Fig. 1. The EO power spec-
rum �Fig. 1�a�, solid line� has peaks at the fundamental fre-
uency fe �approximately 23 Hz in this example� and its
igher harmonics. The highest peak in the power spectrum of
he AO �Fig. 1�a�, dashed line�, fa, corresponds to the mean
ring frequency of the afferent neuron, approximately 47 Hz
ere. Sidebands, fa± fe, are due to excitatory input from the
O. In this example, w= fe / fa�0.5. The coherence function
hows high coherence at the frequency of the EO. However,
or some ERs the coherence function also showed a smaller
oherence peak at the frequency of the AO, fa �see, for ex-
mple, Fig. 2 in Ref. 25�, along with minor peaks in the EO
ower spectrum �see, for example, Figs. 2 and 12 in Ref. 26�.
hese were attributed to the attenuated afferent spikes in
anal signals,26 which arise presumably due to proximity of
pithelia to afferent terminals undergoing action potentials,
hich thus may potentially create information flow from the
O to EO. A drawback of the coherence function is that it
iscards information about instantaneous phases of the EO
nd AO, which is crucial in determining directionality in
heir interactions.

To study the phase relations of the two types of ER
scillators, we estimated their instantaneous phases as fol-
ows. The phase of an afferent neuron was calculated from its
pike times,5 �k,

�1�t� = 2�
t − �k

�k+1 − �k
+ 2�k, �k � t � �k+1, �1�

hat is, the phase of afferent neurons increases by 2� every

IG. 1. �a� The power spectra of canal oscillations �solid line� and of an
fferent spike train �dashed line�. �b� Coherence function calculated between
he afferent spike train and the canal oscillations. The coherence function of
urrogate data in which afferent spikes were shuffled is shown by the gray
ine.
ime a spike occurs and interpolates linearly between two

nloaded 30 May 2007 to 134.124.123.228. Redistribution subject to AI
sequential spikes. A similar approach was used in Ref. 18 for
calculation of instantaneous phase from a sequence of R-R
intervals of electrocardiograms. The instantaneous phase of
the EO was calculated using the analytic signal approach:5 an
analytic signal z�t� was constructed as a sum of the original
canal signal, e�t� and its Hilbert transform: z�t�=e�t�+eH�t�.
Then the instantaneous phase of the EO, �2�t�, was calcu-
lated as the argument of z�t�, that is, z�t�=A�t�exp�−i�2�t��,
where A�t� is the instantaneous amplitude of the EO oscilla-
tions. The phases �1,2�t� will be used as observables for the
directionality analysis in the next section.

The phase dynamics of electroreceptors can also be ana-
lyzed using a stroboscopic mapping26,27 where the phase of
the EO, �2�t� is measured at spike times of afferent neuron,
�k. The probability distribution of the relative phase �2��k�
serves as a measure of timing relation of afferent spikes to
canal oscillations. An example of such distribution is given
in Fig. 12 of Ref. 26. Although the relative phase distribution
was significantly different from a uniform, corresponding
synchronization index was very small ��0.1 for the datasets
used here�, indicating weak coupling between oscillators. We
have shown recently27 that generic phase models accurately
describe spontaneous dynamics and statistical properties of
paddlefish electroreceptors.

III. METHODS FOR DETECTION OF DIRECTIONALITY

In this study, we used three methods to assess direction-
ality in the interactions of the epithelial and afferent sub-
systems of electroreceptors. The first and second methods are
based on the reconstruction of dynamical equations for
phases, as proposed in Refs. 16 and 17, while the third
method is based on the information theoretical approach of
Refs. 7, 20, and 34. For all methods, we used as observables
the EO and AO phases.

If two interacting subsystems can be represented as
weakly coupled self-sustained oscillators, then the essence of
their dynamics can be captured by just their phases, �1,2, and
an adequate model can be written in the form

�̇1,2 = �1,2 + f1,2��1,�2� + �1,2�t� , �2�

where �1,2 are the natural frequencies of the oscillators,
f1,2��1 ,�2� are some 2�-periodic coupling functions, and
�1,2�t� represents noise in the system. Then, if instantaneous
phases of oscillators are calculated from the experimental
time series, we can reconstruct the coupling functions f1,2

and thus estimate how one oscillator influence another.16

A. Evolution map approach „EMA…

Given two time series of phases, ��1�tk��k=1
N and

��2�tk��k=1
N sampled at times tk=�t k, we construct the phase

increments,

�1,2�tk� 	 �1,2�tk + �� − �1,2�tk� , �3�

where � is a fixed time interval. These increments can be

considered as generated by a difference equation,

P license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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�1,2�tk� = �1,2� + F1,2��1,2�tk�,�2,1�tk�� + 	1,2�tk� , �4�

here F1,2��1 ,�2� are some unknown functions and 	1,2 are
oise sources. The deterministic parts of this equation can be
stimated from the phases and the phase increments, as fol-
ows: the dependencies of �1,2 vs �1 and �2 are fitted using
he least square method with a finite Fourier series for fitting

unctions, F̄1,2��1 ,�2�=
m,lAm,le
im�1+il�2. In the following

alculations, the number of Fourier harmonics was truncated
o take into account terms with �l � 
3, �m � 
3 for m=0, l
0, and �m � = �l � =1 as in Ref. 16.

The measures of the cross dependences of phase dynam-

cs are then calculated using the smooth functions F̄1,2 as

C1,2 = �
0

2� �
0

2� � �F̄1,2

��2,1
2

d�1 d�2. �5�

he cross-coupling index C1�0 indicates that the dynamics
f �1 are causally affected by the dynamics of �2; an analo-
ous argument holds for C2. We can now define an overall
irectionality index as a normalized difference between these
wo indices:

D =
C2 − C1

C2 + C1
. �6�

he directionality index varies from 1, if oscillator 1 drives
scillator 2 �1→2�, to −1 if oscillator 2 drives oscillator 1
2→1�. These limiting cases correspond to unidirectional
oupling �in opposite directions�. If D�0, both oscillators
re driving each other, indicating symmetric bidirectional
oupling. Notice that this index is not well defined if C1

C2�0. We thus need to check for coupling between oscil-
ators by means of other measures such as synchronization
ndices or the coherence function. It is worth noting that
ccording to this method the cross-coupling indices C1,2 and
he directionality index D are not affected by asymmetry in
he natural frequencies of two oscillators, since C1,2 depend
nly on the first derivative of their corresponding vector
elds, and the natural frequencies appear only as an additive
onstant for f1,2. Several studies have addressed the perfor-
ance of the EMA using numerical simulations and analyti-

al estimates.16,17,21,22,35 Modified estimators for the cross-
oupling indices were introduced in Ref. 35. In this study, we
se the original versions of the EMA described in Ref. 16.

. Instantaneous period approach „IPA…

The EMA method is not parameter-free, since it includes
he time interval � for calculations of increments. In Ref. 17,
n alternative parameter-free method was proposed based on
alculations of instantaneous periods. In this method, instan-
aneous periods T1,2 for both oscillators are calculated as the
ime needed for the phases �1,2�tk� to increase by 2�. In the
ase of coupled oscillators, the instantaneous periods depend
n the states of each oscillator, and can be written as

T1,2�k� = T̄1,2 + �1,2��tk�,�2�tk�� + 	1,2�tk� , �7�

here T̄1,2 are the mean periods, ���1 ,�2� are 2�-periodic

nknown functions, and 	1,2�tk� are noise sources. As in the

nloaded 30 May 2007 to 134.124.123.228. Redistribution subject to AI
EMA method, the deterministic component �1,2 is calculated
by least squares fitting with a Fourier series. The cross-
coupling indices C1,2 are then calculated using Eq. �5� with

the appropriate smooth functions, �̄1,2, obtained from least
squares fitting. Similarly, the directionality index is calcu-
lated according to Eq. �6�. Unlike the EMA, the cross-
coupling indices and the directionality index of the IPA de-
pend on the natural frequencies of oscillators.17

For a good fitting, both the EMA and IPA methods re-
quire the trajectories in phase space of �1 and �2 to fill a
torus. This imposes a requirement on the length of datasets,
but also implies that the oscillators are not synchronized.16

C. Information theoretic approach „ITA…

The two methods described previously are in line with a
general trend known as structural equation modeling. A fun-
damental drawback of these methods, when they are ex-
tended to include nonlinear equations, is the lack of any sys-
tematic way to choose an appropriate model for fitting the
vector fields. Methods based on information theory are free
from assumptions of any particular model.

Let �X�tk��k=1
N and �Y�tk��k=1

N be two time series measured
from a system. We consider these time series as realizations
of Markovian processes, X�t� and Y�t�, which can be charac-
terized by a set of conditional probabilities. For example,
P�xtk+1

�xtk
n ;ytk

m� denotes the probability to find X with a value
xtk+1

at tk+1 conditioned to the previous n values of X and m
values of Y: xtk

n = �xtk
,xtk−1

, . . . ,xtk−n
�, ytk

m= �ytk
,ytk−1

, . . . ,ytk−m
�.

If these two processes are independent, then

P�xtk+1
�xtk

n ;ytk
m� = P�xtk+1

�xtk
n � . �8�

On the contrary, the equality �8� is violated if X�t� and Y�t�
are correlated. In this case, a distance between conditional
probabilities can be measured in terms of a Kullback entropy,

TY→X = 
 P�xtk+1
,xtk

n ,ytk
m�log

P�xtk+1
�xtk

n ;ytk
m�

P�xtk+1
�xtk

n �
. �9�

This measure introduced in Ref. 7 was called transfer en-
tropy. It characterizes an exchange of information between
two subsystems, and is very general. First, notice that it ad-
dresses the problem of feedback loops mentioned in the In-
troduction, since TY→X takes into account past states of the
process xtk

n . Second, if we know that a third subsystem Z�t�
drives one or both subsystems X�t� and Y�t�, we can take this
into account by conditioning the probability distributions un-
der the logarithm to ztk

l for some appropriate l.
In the case of m=n=1, the transfer entropy �8� is closely

related to the conditional mutual information introduced in
Ref. 20:

C�y ;x��x� = 
 P�xtk+�,xtk
,ytk

�log
P�xtk+��xtk

,ytk
�

P�xtk+��xtk
�

, �10�

where � is a fixed time interval. In Ref. 34, this measure was
adapted to the case when two subsystems are represented by
interacting oscillators, so that the observables are given by

the phases of oscillators �1,2�t� and the phase increments �3�.
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hen the conditional mutual information provides cross-
oupling indices C1,2��1,2 ;�2,1 ��2,1�, akin to the EMA
ethod, and the directionality index can be calculated ac-

ording to Eq. �6�. In the calculations below, we use this ITA
ethod to complement the EMA method. Just like EMA, the

TA method includes a parameter �. However, it is also in-
uenced by the partitioning of the sampled data, necessary
or an estimation of probability distributions �see, for discus-
ion, Refs. 8 and 20�. In this paper, we follow Ref. 34 and
se a box counting algorithm based on equiprobable mar-
inal equiquantization bins.36

V. DIRECTIONALITY OF INTERACTIONS
N ELECTRORECEPTORS

Our present understanding of the ER structure and physi-
logy, as a system of two coupled self-sustained oscillators,
llows us to predict the outcome of directionality analysis:
e expect to find strong asymmetry in coupling, showing

hat the epithelial oscillations influence the firing of afferent
eurons. In the following, we use notations C1 to character-
ze coupling from the epithelial oscillator to the afferent os-
illator, �EO→AO�, and C2 for the reverse coupling, AO

EO. We expect unidirectional coupling, with C1 signifi-
antly larger than C2, and a negative directionality index D,
q. �6� close to −1.

As was shown recently,35 the EMA’s cross-coupling in-
ices C1,2 are biased for short datasets. The bias becomes
ignificant in the case when two analyzed signals have struc-
ural differences, such as different amounts of noise and dif-
erent average frequencies. As a result, false directionality
ay be detected, even in uncoupled systems. The two oscil-

ators embedded in the ER system have distinct frequencies,
ifferent variability, and their phases are estimated by differ-
nt methods. To address the issue of false directionality de-
ection, we used a simple statistical test by creating surro-
ates that preserved most of the structural asymmetry of the
ignals, but destroyed their cross-correlations.34 In particular,
e created surrogates for the afferent spike train by repeat-

dly shuffling the order of interspike intervals, while the EO
ignal was kept unchanged. This procedure preserves the
robability distribution of interspike intervals, and thus the
ean frequency and the coefficient of variation, but destroys

ll serial and cross-correlations. The cross-coupling indices

1,2 are then calculated for an ensemble of surrogates and
ompared with the original data.

For the EMA and the ITA methods, the parameter � was
hosen as 8.33 ms, which is approximately a quarter of the
eriod of the EO, and half the period of the AO. We found no
ignificant differences in cross-coupling indices when this
arameter was changed.

Datasets from six different ERs from three different fish
ere used. To minimize nonstationarity, we used data seg-
ents 120–600 s in length, in which a simple moving aver-

ge of the afferent firing rate over a 10 s window fluctuated
ess than ±2% from the mean rate for the data.

Figure 2 shows a representative example of cross-
oupling indices calculated by three different methods across
300 s dataset recorded from an electroreceptor. The funda-

ental frequencies of the EO and the AO, estimated from the

nloaded 30 May 2007 to 134.124.123.228. Redistribution subject to AI
main peaks in their power spectra, were 32 and 77 Hz, re-
spectively. The coherence function reached a maximum
value of 0.46 near the fundamental frequency of the EO. The
cross-coupling indices C1,2 were calculated in a 20 s sliding
window with 10 s shift; each time window used for calcula-
tions of the cross-coupling indices corresponded to approxi-
mately 640 periods of the EO.

In Fig. 2�a� we show the cross-coupling index C1 �EO
→AO� and C2 �AO→EO�. Unidirectional coupling is obvi-
ous from the observation that C1C2 throughout the data.
Fluctuations in C1 were presumably due to nonstationarity of
the data. An application of the ensemble of ten shuffled sur-
rogates for the afferent spike train demonstrated statistical
significance of the estimates C1. We clearly see that the val-
ues for C1, indicating coupling EO→AO, for the original
data, are significantly higher than those for the surrogate
data. On the other hand, the values of C2 �AO→EO� for the
original data are within the range of surrogates and thus sta-
tistically insignificant, indicating that afferent spikes do not

FIG. 2. �a� Cross-coupling indices calculated in a 20 s sliding window for a
300 s dataset using the EMA method. C1 �EO→AO� is shown by the thick
solid line. The two thick dotted lines show the maximum and minimum
values of C1 for surrogates. C2 �AO→EO� is shown by the thin solid line;
the corresponding maximal and minimal values for surrogates are shown by
thin dotted lines. In �b� and �c�, the same data were analyzed by the IPA and
ITA methods, respectively, and are presented as in �a�.
influence epithelial oscillations.
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This analysis shows that epithelial oscillations affect the
fferent firing. Similar calculations are shown in Figs. 2�b�
nd 2�c� for two other methods. Both the IPA and the ITA
ethods showed a successful identification of the direction-

lity of coupling, indicated by C1 being larger than C2

hroughout the dataset, and by the statistical significance of

1 estimated from surrogates.
Five other datasets from different electroreceptors, ana-

yzed using the same parameters, showed similar results
ummarized in Table I, where the directionality index D �Eq.
6�� was averaged over each of the datasets, for each of the
hree analysis methods. Although all three methods indicated
trong asymmetry in coupling, the absolute values of the
irectionality index were largest for the EMA, which also
ave small standard deviations. In contrast, the ITA showed
he smallest absolute values for directionality, but the largest
tandard deviations.

. Dependence on the time window

We have shown previously that all three algorithms cor-
ectly identified the direction of coupling between oscilla-
ors, for a rather large sliding window of 20 s, which corre-
ponded to 640 periods of the slower �epithelial� oscillators.
owever, in many relevant physiological applications, the

izes of datasets can be much smaller. To study finite-size
ffects of the directionality methods, we partitioned datasets
nto segments, each of length �T. The number of segments L
as kept constant, L=40, for different segment sizes �T.
he mean value of the directionality index D��T� was ob-

ained by averaging over the ensemble of L segments, and its
ependence on the size �T was calculated. We also studied
he size dependence of the coefficient of variation of the
irectionality index, calculated as the ratio of its standard
eviation to the absolute value of its mean,

CV��T� =
��D��T�2� − �D��T��2

��D��T���
, �11�

here averaging �·� is taken over the ensemble of L seg-
ents.

Figure 3�a� shows the mean values of the directionality
ndex for all three methods, as a function of the window size
T. As expected, all three methods correctly detected the
irection of the coupling for large windows. But, as �T de-
reased, the directionality indices were biased toward smaller
alues. For the IPA and ITA methods, fluctuations of D��T�
rew rapidly as �T decreased �Fig. 3�b��, while the direc-
ionality index from the EMA was still significantly negative

TABLE I. Time-averaged directionality indices for
using three different methods. The numbers in brack

ER# 1 2 3

EMA −0.95 �0.02� −0.88 �0.05� −0.89 �
IPA −0.80 �0.08� −0.64 �0.14� −0.71 �
ITA −0.52 �0.18� −0.52 �0.17� −0.67 �
−0.76� with small coefficient of variation ��0.2� even for a

nloaded 30 May 2007 to 134.124.123.228. Redistribution subject to AI
1 s window. This demonstrates a significant advantage of the
evolution map approach �EMA� for short datasets.

To address the problem of statistical significance of the
directionality estimates, we again used the surrogates ap-
proach. An ensemble of 40 surrogates for the afferent spike
train was constructed for each time window, to test a null
hypothesis that the values of cross-coupling indices merely
result from biases of the methods due to finite size effects
and asymmetries in the signals. The mean value and the stan-
dard deviation of cross-coupling indices for the surrogates
were calculated and compared to the mean values for the
original data, using a well-known measure of statistical
significance,37,38

K1,2��T� =
�C1,2� − �C1,2

surr�
�surr , �12�

where K is the statistical significance in units of the standard
deviation, �C1,2� and �C1,2

surr� are the mean value of the cross-
couplings indices for the original data and surrogates, respec-
tively, and �surr is the standard deviation of the surrogate
values. Assuming Gaussian statistics, K�3 indicates that the
null hypothesis can be rejected with confidence greater than
99%.

ectroreceptors, calculated in a 20 s sliding window
e the standard deviations.

4 5 6

−0.91 �0.03� −0.90 �0.03� −0.90 �0.06�
−0.77 �0.10� −0.67 �0.11� −0.74 �0.14�
−0.68 �0.07� −0.57 �0.08� −0.51 �0.15�

FIG. 3. �a� The average directionality index for the three methods as a
function of window size �T. �b� Coefficient of variation of the directionality
six el
ets ar

0.04�
0.11�
0.07�
index �11� as a function of �T.
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The dependence of K1,2 versus window size �T is shown
n Fig. 4. The cross-coupling index C1 of the EMA and the
PA algorithms showed almost identical behavior, reaching
he 99% significance level for short �1.5 s� windows, or ap-
roximately 48 periods of the EO. The ITA method, how-
ver, required larger windows �4 s to reach this significance
evel. For the time windows greater than 5 s, all three meth-
ds gave statistically significant estimates of C1. In contrast,
ll thee methods show no statistical significance for the
ross-coupling index C2 �AO→EO�, strongly indicating uni-
irectional coupling from the EO to the AO. Similar results
ere obtained for other five data sets used in this study.

. Coupling changing in time

The amplitude of epithelial oscillations can be altered
xperimentally.25 In such experiments, oscillations in all but
ne canal in the receptive field of an afferent were inacti-
ated. The one remaining viable canal was stimulated
hrough a recording pipette. Spontaneous canal oscillations
ecame undetectably small after a brief negative stimulus,
ut then gradually returned over the course of 10 s, as shown
n Fig. 5�a�. Thus, the instantaneous amplitude of the EO
ncreased in time, which corresponds to an increase of cou-
ling strength to an observed afferent oscillator.

To apply directionality measures to this nonstationary
ata, we calculated the cross-coupling indices in a 2 s sliding
indow with 0.5 s shift. The time-dependent cross-coupling

ndices are shown in Fig. 5�b� for the EMA method. The IPA
ethod gave similar results, but the ITA method was not

sed because it required larger window size for statistically
ignificant detection of coupling. The EMA’s cross-coupling
ndex C1 followed the amplitude of the EO oscillations, dem-
nstrating excellent performance of the EMA method in re-
onstructing the coupling scheme.

. CONCLUSIONS

We have analyzed the performance of three different
ethods of measuring directionality in coupling, using ex-

erimental data from electroreceptors of paddlefish. All three
ethods were specifically designed for the case of weakly

IG. 4. Statistical significance K for the cross-coupling indices C1 �EO
AO� �solid lines� and C2 �AO→EO� �dotted lines� as a function of the

indow size. The horizontal dashed line indicates K=3 corresponding to
9% of significance level.
nloaded 30 May 2007 to 134.124.123.228. Redistribution subject to AI
coupled nonlinear self-sustained oscillators, where the
phases of the oscillators are well defined and used as dy-
namical variables of interest. Electroreceptors provided an
appropriate test model system, as they have two distinct uni-
directionally coupled oscillators: epithelial oscillations syn-
aptically coupled to each afferent neuron. We used shuffled
surrogates of neuronal spike trains to assess the statistical
significance of directionality estimates.

For relatively large datasets �20 s, or more than 640 pe-
riods of the slower epithelial oscillator�, all three methods
showed correct direction in coupling. The evolution map ap-
proach showed better results in that the directionality index
was closer to −1 and had smaller fluctuations throughout the
datasets, compared to the other two methods.

As datasets get shorter, the reliability of these algorithms
worsened. Nevertheless, the evolution map approach and the
instantaneous period approach showed statistically signifi-
cant results for datasets as short as 1–2 s, corresponding to
30–60 periods of epithelial oscillations. This is in agreement
with the findings of Ref. 17 for cardiorespiratory time series.
The ITA method needed larger datasets of �4 s to provide
estimates at the same significance level. Excellent perfor-
mance of the evolution map approach was shown on experi-
mental data when the amplitude of epithelial oscillations
evolved in time.
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